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The field of IT keeps on moving with several revolutions in the recent decades,
notable the PC revolution, the Internet, the web, computer networking, the smart
phone, server farms, cloud computing, the Internet of Things, cognitive
supercomputers, quantum computing and now virtual reality which has been
unfolding in the recent years and is now ready to take the center stage. The video
will look at how virtual reality has been evolving and the related fields of
augmented and mixed realities. Practically everything is and will be impacted, the
way education is conducted, the world of tourism, real estate, manufacturing,
medicine, the communication industry, the movie business, the world of
entertainment.
The video is based on a chapter of the book (2018) entitled Mega Revolution is
under way: the confluence of advanced automation, robotics, virtual reality and
artificial intelligence by Frank Owarish, Ph.D., Computer Science and Sam
Owarish, Ph.D., Mechanical Engineering; highlights shown below:

Chapter 5 How virtual reality is expanding our real world into
endless possibilities
The starting point is computer simulation: according to Technopedia, a
computer simulation is the usage of a computer for the imitation of
a real-world process or system. The dynamic responses of one
system are represented by the behavior of another system, which

is largely modeled on the former. A simulation requires a model,
or a mathematical description of the real system. This is in the
form of computer programs, which encompass the key
characteristics or behaviors of the selected system. Here, the
model is basically a representation of the system and the
simulation process is known to depict the operation of the system
in time.
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/17060/computer-simulation
Basically, virtual reality (VR) is similar to a simulation; it is a replication of reality,
real or created, which runs on a computer system. The movie industry has been
creating virtual reality for us for years. Fast forward to the 21st century, we have
complex virtual reality created electronically; the smart phone revolution ushered
in a whole new world of virtual reality and that new electronic world out there is
growing every day. You can visit the Louvre Museum without going to Paris and
avoiding the crowd; you can visit a vacation resort online and see what it is like
before making a decision.
It is possible to experience nature appreciation via sight and sound, encompassing
the whole world: www.natureappreciation.org
Visit La Sagrada Familia, Barcelona, Spain; absolutely amazing:
http://www.sagradafamilia.org/en/
The best way to see the clear relationship of computer simulation and virtual
reality is to look at flight simulator basically used as a training tool:
http://www.proflightsimulatorx.com/

https://www.gleimaviation.com/cockpit/?promoID=vcmsy&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=cockpit-June2017&utm_source=bing&msclkid=3b9e01b5ccf8152aab475a0e93
a5fa96
Augmented Reality (AR) is an interactive experience of a realworld environment whereby the objects that reside in the realworld are "augmented" by computer-generated perceptual
information, sometimes across multiple sensory modalities,

including visual, auditory, haptic, somatosensory, and
olfactory.(Wikipedia)
How about watching a rocket launch in augmented reality:
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/nationnow/2018/03/29/augmented-reality-rocket-launch-app-shows-you-spacexlaunch-like-never-before/461696002/
In a mixed reality (MR) experience, which combines elements of both AR
and VR, real-world and digital objects interact. Mixed reality technology is
just now starting to take off with Microsoft’s HoloLens one of the most
notable early mixed reality apparatuses.(Franklin Institute)
VR in the work place
The news on the subject is thrilling. According to Sara Ashley O’Brien, “Your
future workplace may live inside a virtual reality headset. One startup wants to
make sure you can't tell the difference between that and the real world.”
She quotes that the Finnish startup Varjo Technologies is focused on developing
VR and augmented reality solutions for professionals that match the human eye.
The company says its human eye resolution headset -- nicknamed "20/20" after
20/20 vision -- will be 70 times sharper than what's already on the market. That's
70 megapixels, compared to 1.2 megapixels for the Oculus Rift or HTC Vive. It's
the difference between reading a poster on the wall of a room in virtual reality
versus not being able to make out words.
http://money.cnn.com/2017/06/19/technology/business/virtual-reality-varjoheadset/
More about VR in the work place
42: How CAD is Currently Playing into the VR Industry
http://blog.grabcad.com/blog/2017/08/14/cad-currently-playing-vr-industry/
VR applications in the entertainment business
Just to see how fast this technological world is moving, Norwegian Cruise Line's
newest ship, the Norwegian Joy, offers virtual-reality experiences and interactive
video walls in addition to 3D simulators. Several ships from Costa Cruises and MSC
Cruises as well as Carnival Cruises' Carnival Breeze feature 4D cinematic
experiences that immerse viewers into 3D films with moving chairs, pumped-in
smells and squirts of water. On the Disney Dream and Fantasy liners, the walls
and floors come to life. The Magic PlayFloor is a giant virtual game board on

which children can stomp and dance. Meanwhile, the Enchanted Art will make
passengers jump when the pieces begin to blink, talk and move without warning.
On Royal Caribbean's Anthem of the Seas, its specially made floor-to-ceiling sea
view windows in the Two70 theater can transform into a giant scene of all sorts of
places with 18 projectors for various performances. Two70 also features six agile
Roboscreens that stage surprise shows.

More Virtual reality applications
https://www.bing.com/search?q=lego+virtual+world+game&form=PRUSEN&pc=SK2A&mkt=enus&httpsmsn=1&refig=7bf4a2170cb24878a7d565cf99af967c&sp=5&qs=AS&pq=lego+virtual&sk=AS4&s
c=8-12&cvid=7bf4a2170cb24878a7d565cf99af967c

VR platform
The LAMPIX provides an opportunity to get into the field:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/868083461/lampix-intelligent-interactivetabletop-ar-is-here?
Major VR events in New York
According to Alex Bazeley: “City Hall and New York University are looking to tag
team their way into another realm - a time and place where the city’s virtual
reality sphere rivals the tech scene in Silicon Valley.
City officials announced that NYU Tandon School of Engineering has been selected
to operate a virtual and augmented reality lab in the Brooklyn Navy Yard set to
open in late 2017.
As part of its agreement with the city, NYU is organizing a workforce development
program with CUNY that will direct graduates from the Lehman College’s Virtual
Reality Training Academy and Development Lab to the 15,000-square-foot lab in
Brooklyn.
City officials said the government invested $6 million in the project - making it the
first publicly funded virtual reality lab in the country focused on growing the
industry - because they believe it will help create 500 jobs over the next decade.
These positions are part of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s plan to create 100,000 jobs that
pay at least $50,000 annually over the next 10 years.”

https://www.amny.com/real-estate/virtual-reality-lab-in-brooklyn-an-nyc-nyujoint-to-open-in-late-2017-1.13768201
VR Conference and more in New York
https://www.engadget.com/2017/08/14/nyvr-expo/
https://www.bing.com/search?q=AM%20New%20York%20October%2020%2C%202017%20virtual%20r
eality&qs=n&form=QBRE&sp=1&pq=am%20new%20york%20october%2020%2C%202017%20virtual%20reality&sc=044&sk=&cvid=6277DBF39E794DC1B3FB06CE2AFCDE92

VR world NYC
https://vrworldnyc.com/?gclid=CjwKCAjw3qDeBRBkEiwAsqeO7jOPmSuO5tGl9q
xRD9u1WbePNhsVRYV1yeTHZzLKizXANoJWSKrNTBoCyb0QAvD_BwE
Significant breakthroughs
According to Alejandro Alba: “Virtual and augmented reality have been featured
in sci-fi movies for decades, but it wasn't until 2016 that a lot those concepts
actually became a reality and were placed in consumers' hands.
Last year, we had a plethora of headsets that used virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR), including the Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Samsung Gear,
Google's Day Dreamer, and Sony's PlayStation VR. But they were still mostly used
by tech enthusiasts. In 2017, this technology might truly become more broadly
adopted by the mass-market.
VR and AR, although similar, are distinct technologies with unique characteristics.
VR lives strictly inside a headset and transports people to anywhere in real or
imagined digital worlds. AR, on the other hand, layers digital objects on top of
real-life settings.

Oculus Quest is the world’s first all-in-one gaming system built for virtual reality.
Now you can play almost anywhere with just a VR headset and controllers
https://www.oculus.com/quest/
VR in higher education
Higher education requires keeping up with the news, the literature (magazines,
journals, books) and rather than to have to go to different locations to get the
needed information, they can be found in one convenient location. The Virtual
Business Library of NYU is a case in point:

https://guides.nyu.edu/vbl
Also, instead of the traditional textbooks, more and more courses offer
etextbooks often provided through a learning platform such as Blackboard which
also makes it easier for faculty members and students to interact in online
discussions beyond regular classrooms. Here is an example:
https://cunyportal.cuny.edu/cpr/authenticate/portal_login.jsp
Virtual reality meets STEM, the Nanome world
https://nanome.ai/?gclid=CjwKCAjw3qDeBRBkEiwAsqeO7mLXmlHp6gl8pS6w17M
rB2WSjgw3B8RkBNRXrFkcsGklGrG-41PR7xoChQkQAvD_BwE
Virtual events
According to Wikipedia, A virtual event involves interacting people sharing a
common virtual environment on the web, rather than meeting in a physical
location. Virtual events are highly interactive, looking and feeling a lot like their
physical counterparts.
Popular uses of virtual events include virtual tradeshows,[1] virtual job fairs,[2]
virtual translation conferences,[3] virtual sales-meetings,[4] and virtual companywide gatherings.[5] Virtual events are used[by whom?] to deliver presentations,
trainings, departmental meetings and sessions led by stakeholders and company
executives to product management and human resources.
"Virtual event" can also refer to aspects of an event that are brought to users
through an online experience. This can range from live-streaming the event, to
creating on-demand video content for users to view after the conclusion of the
event. Example of platform for virtual event:
https://www.smartmeetings.com/technology/85250/12-tech-tools-for-virtualmeetings
Virtual design and strategy
Opening up a whole range of possibilities via one of the top agencies in the
business
https://mutualmobile.com/virtual-reality2?utm_source=bing&utm_campaign=V%20R%20Opps&utm_medium=cpc&utm_t
erm=interactive%20%2Bvirtual%20%2Breality&utm_content=augmented%20virt
ual%20mixed&msclkid=77d6372b9628146deb1e6ce300eceaa0

Conclusion of the video
In conclusion: confluence of technologies
Meaning of confluence: the technologies do not work independently
but rather interact with each other and work together in synergy
Example: the Internet along with the web technology working together
with cloud computing, server farms and smart phone generating the
Internet of Things (IoT) still unfolding.
Similarly, automated systems, robotics, virtual reality and artificial
intelligence working together to produce something bigger, let us call it
ARVA.
As an illustration, let us take investing and the stock market; no more
talking on the floor, no more papers as a result of automation,
increasing use of robotic advising, the stock market itself is in virtual
reality mode and artificial intelligence serving as backbone to algo
trading. See http://complexsecuritiesblog.com/?page_id=522
Confluence is also happening in education, manufacturing, the world of
entertainment, etc., etc.

Resources: VR books
https://www.thedigitalmarketingbureau.com/virtual-reality/virtualreality-books

https://www.amazon.com/s/?ie=UTF8&keywords=virtual+reality+book
s&tag=googhydr-

20&index=aps&hvadid=177109773531&hvpos=1o1&hvnetw=g&hvrand
=18436873254949893577&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=e&hvdev=c&hv
dvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9060351&hvtargid=kwd26485688207&ref=pd_sl_1ds41zy2h2_e

Final note: this video is available for download at (kindly complete the URL)
http://internationalinstituteforstrategicresearch.info/

